Peace talks
Four years, no progress

N.Vietns: masters of deception

"BY LYNN NEWMAN
DA NANG, Vietnam (AP) -- Soviet tanks in-advance, an American general and a "peace table" sign reading, "Gay Activists wanting scaffolding and construction

Special session of legislature on war urged

-- A statement signed by 25 Minnesota lawmakers is urging legislators to vote for a special session to deal with the war in Vietnam. The statement, released by the American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees, is expected to be read this week.

Protesters march to state Capitol

The march had been authorized by the Minnesota Capitol building, not the Capitol itself, and was one of several similar marches held in Washington, D.C., and other cities across the country.

NAPS (AP) -- Peace talks, as everyone in the United States knows, are at a very low point. There are no signs of any progress in the negotiations, and it seems likely that they will continue for a long time to come.

So far, the talks have been going on for at least two months, and there is no indication that they will be over soon. The two sides have not been able to agree on a number of key issues, including the withdrawal of all foreign troops and the establishment of a neutral government in Vietnam.

The talks are being held in Paris, and they are being attended by representatives of both the United States and Vietnam. Both sides are keeping quiet about the talks, and it is not clear whether they will meet again soon.

In the meantime, the situation in Vietnam continues to be very tense. The United States and Vietnam have been fighting a war for more than 30 years, and there is no sign of an end to the conflict.

The United States has spent billions of dollars and the lives of thousands of soldiers in the war, and it is not clear how much longer it will continue. It is possible that the talks may lead to a peaceful solution, but it is also possible that the war will continue for many more years.
Meeting with chamber termed disappointing

The Friday noon meeting with the Winona Chamber of Commerce was termed disappointing by protestor James D. Eichmann. Eichmann, a 22-year-old Trempealeau man, said that the forum was poorly attended and that the chamber had not adequately prepared for it.

Speaking about the forum, Eichmann said that the chamber did not provide adequate information about the speakers or the topics to be discussed. He also criticized the chamber for not properly advertising the event.

Eichmann said that he had hoped to learn more about the chamber's plans for the future and how they could contribute to the growth of the local economy. However, he felt that the meeting did not provide the information he was looking for.

Eichmann suggested that the chamber should improve its communication with its members and the public. He also recommended that the chamber should consider hiring a public relations person to help promote its events and initiatives.

The chamber's president, Robert J. King, said that the meeting was not well-attended because of the timing and location. He acknowledged that the chamber had not done enough to publicize the event and promised to do better in the future.

Eichmann ended his remarks by indicating that he would continue to press for better communication and transparency from the chamber.
Today, tomorrow on TV

NEW YORK — It is Heaven on the 16th Floor of the CBS building on 52nd St., the site CBS building at 52nd St., the site of the American Broadcasting Company's televi-

Monday

FAVORITE AUS'TIN "FRANCESCA," 1.30, Ch. 4. "Vegetable Geronimo," by Robert Louis Stevenson, is one of my favorites. The action is a delightful one:

GOLF TOURNAMENT. The 196th Colonial National. June 20-21, Chs. 6-19, is one of the top pro tours of the year. The field is strong and the setting is spectacular.

1965'S FAVORITE TV SERIES. "Peyton Place." This is one of the best series of the year. It is a heartwarming story about the lives of the people who live in a small town.

NEW YORK — It is Heaven on the 16th Floor of the CBS building on 52nd St., the site CBS building at 52nd St., the site of the American Broadcasting Company's televi-

Tuesday

"THE MAN WHO WOULD BE WAGEN". "Nancy Spungen," by Scott Spencer, is one of my favorites. It is a heartwarming story about the lives of the people who live in a small town.

1965'S FAVORITE TV SERIES. "Peyton Place." This is one of the best series of the year. It is a heartwarming story about the lives of the people who live in a small town.

Wednesday

"THE MAN WHO WOULD BE WAGEN". "Nancy Spungen," by Scott Spencer, is one of my favorites. It is a heartwarming story about the lives of the people who live in a small town.

Thursday

"THE MAN WHO WOULD BE WAGEN". "Nancy Spungen," by Scott Spencer, is one of my favorites. It is a heartwarming story about the lives of the people who live in a small town.

Friday

"THE MAN WHO WOULD BE WAGEN". "Nancy Spungen," by Scott Spencer, is one of my favorites. It is a heartwarming story about the lives of the people who live in a small town.

Saturday

"THE MAN WHO WOULD BE WAGEN". "Nancy Spungen," by Scott Spencer, is one of my favorites. It is a heartwarming story about the lives of the people who live in a small town.

Sunday

"THE MAN WHO WOULD BE WAGEN". "Nancy Spungen," by Scott Spencer, is one of my favorites. It is a heartwarming story about the lives of the people who live in a small town.

Television movies

Today

"THE MAN WHO WOULD BE WAGEN". "Nancy Spungen," by Scott Spencer, is one of my favorites. It is a heartwarming story about the lives of the people who live in a small town.

Monday

"THE MAN WHO WOULD BE WAGEN". "Nancy Spungen," by Scott Spencer, is one of my favorites. It is a heartwarming story about the lives of the people who live in a small town.

Tuesday

"THE MAN WHO WOULD BE WAGEN". "Nancy Spungen," by Scott Spencer, is one of my favorites. It is a heartwarming story about the lives of the people who live in a small town.

Wednesday

"THE MAN WHO WOULD BE WAGEN". "Nancy Spungen," by Scott Spencer, is one of my favorites. It is a heartwarming story about the lives of the people who live in a small town.

Thursday

"THE MAN WHO WOULD BE WAGEN". "Nancy Spungen," by Scott Spencer, is one of my favorites. It is a heartwarming story about the lives of the people who live in a small town.

Friday

"THE MAN WHO WOULD BE WAGEN". "Nancy Spungen," by Scott Spencer, is one of my favorites. It is a heartwarming story about the lives of the people who live in a small town.

Saturday

"THE MAN WHO WOULD BE WAGEN". "Nancy Spungen," by Scott Spencer, is one of my favorites. It is a heartwarming story about the lives of the people who live in a small town.

Sunday

"THE MAN WHO WOULD BE WAGEN". "Nancy Spungen," by Scott Spencer, is one of my favorites. It is a heartwarming story about the lives of the people who live in a small town.
**Contest rules**

1. **REFERENCE not deference.** It's not unheard of, of course, for an applicant to produce a résumé that states that REFERENCE may be unavailable or not entirely favorable, but it is something to consider.

2. **VOCAB not vagabond.** Although there is such a thing as a vagabond on wheels, i.e., a truck, I cannot think of a single instance — just any vagabond — that "might well be thought capable of saving a VOGUE or flavor in some sense.

3. **VINES not vines.** Even the WIVES of any community, even the most modern, have undergone a change. It was the marriage of the young girl to a young man that ushered in the era of the VINES. The reputation of the girl in a town, or a region, was rated, but that of the man was not considered, all the while a man's love or more love matter (i.e., ready to share), the fact that some men have much else than others don't mean that they are "much more mature.

4. **GOLD not golf.** The clue implies that a GOLFER may have informal clues though this may not be the prancer's correct location. GOLD is more reasonably given, thus a minor golf trophy may have significant value.

5. **HIPS not lips.** The use of makeup to make the HIPS appear larger is an example of a bad attempt to mask the fact of nature.

6. **BED not "a hard BED," so considered, is unsuitable (as also completely lacking in comfort).

7. **REFERENCE not deference.** It's not unheard of, of course, for an applicant to produce a résumé that states that REFERENCE may be unavailable or not entirely favorable, but it is something to consider.

8. **DISTRIBUTION not deficiency.** It's also not unheard of, of course, for an applicant to produce a résumé that states that DEFERENCE may be unavailable or not entirely favorable, but it is something to consider.

9. **DAY not "a day of reflection for high school students," by the way, is a day of reflection for high school students.**

10. **HAPPY not "happy."** It's not unheard of, of course, for an applicant to produce a résumé that states that HAPPY may be unavailable or not entirely favorable, but it is something to consider.

11. **MOTHER not "mothers remain the same!"** It's also not unheard of, of course, for an applicant to produce a résumé that states that MOTHERS may be unavailable or not entirely favorable, but it is something to consider.

12. **WIFE not "a bright color."** It's not unheard of, of course, for an applicant to produce a résumé that states that WIFE may be unavailable or not entirely favorable, but it is something to consider.

13. **HAPPY not "happy."** It's also not unheard of, of course, for an applicant to produce a résumé that states that HAPPY may be unavailable or not entirely favorable, but it is something to consider.

14. **MOTHER not "mothers remain the same!"** It's also not unheard of, of course, for an applicant to produce a résumé that states that MOTHERS may be unavailable or not entirely favorable, but it is something to consider.

15. **CAPITALS not "capital," (the city) is considerable because it is not accurately located in the capital, anyway. (Alternatively, the whole family of the child would not be logs ladenly to the capital when not necessarily in Georgia.)

16. **BED not "a hard BED," so considered, is unsuitable (as also completely lacking in comfort).

17. **REFERENCE not deference.** It's not unheard of, of course, for an applicant to produce a résumé that states that REFERENCE may be unavailable or not entirely favorable, but it is something to consider.

18. **MOTHER not "mothers remain the same!"** It's also not unheard of, of course, for an applicant to produce a résumé that states that MOTHERS may be unavailable or not entirely favorable, but it is something to consider.

19. **DAY not "a day of reflection for high school students," by the way, is a day of reflection for high school students.**

20. **HAPPY not "happy."** It's not unheard of, of course, for an applicant to produce a résumé that states that HAPPY may be unavailable or not entirely favorable, but it is something to consider.

21. **HAPPY not "happy."** It's also not unheard of, of course, for an applicant to produce a résumé that states that HAPPY may be unavailable or not entirely favorable, but it is something to consider.

22. **MOTHER not "mothers remain the same!"** It's also not unheard of, of course, for an applicant to produce a résumé that states that MOTHERS may be unavailable or not entirely favorable, but it is something to consider.

23. **DAY not "a day of reflection for high school students," by the way, is a day of reflection for high school students.**

24. **HAPPY not "happy."** It's not unheard of, of course, for an applicant to produce a résumé that states that HAPPY may be unavailable or not entirely favorable, but it is something to consider.

25. **HAPPY not "happy."** It's also not unheard of, of course, for an applicant to produce a résumé that states that HAPPY may be unavailable or not entirely favorable, but it is something to consider.

26. **MOTHER not "mothers remain the same!"** It's also not unheard of, of course, for an applicant to produce a résumé that states that MOTHERS may be unavailable or not entirely favorable, but it is something to consider.

27. **WIFE not "a bright color."** It's not unheard of, of course, for an applicant to produce a résumé that states that WIFE may be unavailable or not entirely favorable, but it is something to consider.

28. **REFERENCE not deference.** It's not unheard of, of course, for an applicant to produce a résumé that states that REFERENCE may be unavailable or not entirely favorable, but it is something to consider.

29. **MOTHER not "mothers remain the same!"** It's also not unheard of, of course, for an applicant to produce a résumé that states that MOTHERS may be unavailable or not entirely favorable, but it is something to consider.

30. **WINONA not "in for trouble."** As a later consequence. A woman who is in for trouble could well be "in for trouble." (as a later consequence). A woman who is in for trouble could well be...
Come November economic issue may be big one

Although at the moment it might seem that the real question for the upcoming November presidential elections is, 'Is this the year of the independent voter?' the real issues will be more subtle. Precise economic matters, such as inflation, unemployment, and foreign policy, will likely overshadow the political theater as the voters head to the polls.

RECENTLY the administration has been under fire for its handling of the inflation problem. President Nixon himself has defended his policy as "the only way to go," but his critics charge that the administration's actions have been too little, too late.

The administration's defense of its policies is based on the argument that the economy is already in a better position than it was a year ago. However, many economists believe that the inflation problem is far from solved and that the administration's policies are not enough to bring about a steady and sustained price reduction.

The administration's critics believe that the real issue is not whether the policies are effective, but whether they are fair. They argue that the administration's policies have benefited the rich at the expense of the poor, and that the administration is more concerned with maintaining its power than with addressing the needs of the American people.

In conclusion, the economic issues of the upcoming election will be complex and multifaceted. The candidates will be forced to address questions of inflation, unemployment, foreign policy, and domestic policy in order to gain the support of the American public.

Decisions made on battlefield

A President entitled to a mistake

Roger Garaudy, French writer on Marxism, Christianity and the arts, was assassinated in Paris today.

Today youths call for a new version of the American flag. They want a flag that would be more inclusive and represent the diversity of the United States.

But the traditionalism and staunchness that the flag represents are not going to disappear. As has happened in the past, the flag will continue to be a symbol of American national identity.

Russell Baker

WASHINGTON — President Nixon today offered a list of recommendations to the American people on how to improve the economy. He said that the administration has already made substantial progress in reducing inflation and unemployment, and that more progress is possible.

"I believe that we have already made a good start," Nixon said. "But we must not be complacent, for there is much more that we can do to improve the economy." He said that the administration is looking into ways to increase efficiency in government operations, and that it will be working to reduce the size of the federal bureaucracy.

"We must be careful not to make the mistake of thinking that we can do everything on our own," Nixon said. "We must work with the private sector, and with the people, to improve the economy. We must be patient, and we must be persistent."
To the editor

A plea for peace

The following resolution was authored by Ms. Mary C. Gage and presented to the Board of Supervisors of Winona County.

As a student at Winona State College, I have found it increasingly difficult to remain a conscientious objector. The constant barrage of violence and bloodshed makes it impossible for me to continue my non-violent protest against President Nixon's policy of war.

I urge all of my fellow students to join me in this effort. Together, we can make a difference.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

[Winona State College]
16th ANNUAL

73 HOURS...6 BIG DAYS...
The coffee pot's on...and the usual Low Marathon Prices!

Why Should You Buy From Choate's?
Here's Several Reasons Why...

Complete expert service available on appliances and electronics by our factory-trained repair service technicians.

SPECIAL MARATHON OFFER
Additional Service Warranty...On All NEW Appliances.
WE ARE PROUD OF THE PRODUCTS WE SELL AND OUR EXCELLENT SERVICE DEPARTMENT.

Therefore in addition to the usual factory warranty, which includes one-year free service, we are extending the warranty for one additional year.

This covers your appliance for two full years of free service, parts and labor.

GRAND PRIZE
Maytag Electric Dryer

- 100% Permanent filter
- Flue-of-heat
- Safety deep door
- Giant capacity dr"s

REGISTER IN OUR APPLIANCE DEPARTMENT

BONUS MARATHON OFFER
Additional Service Warranty...On RCA TV's.
WE ARE PROUD OF THE PRODUCTS WE SELL AND ALSO OF OUR EXCELLENT SERVICE DEPT.

Therefore we are extending the full service warranty period on all new TV sets purchased during this May Marathon.

This is in addition to RCA's full two-year warranty on picture tubes in new RCA color TV sets. Your new TV set is now covered for one full year of free service.

16th ANNUAL MAY RCA MARATHON
FAMOUS RCA ELECTRONICS AT FAMOUS MARATHON PRICES. ACCU-COLOR...RCA PROVEN SYSTEM FOR COLOR TELEVISIONS. ACCU-COLOR, THE MOST VIVID, MOST LIFE-LIKE, MOST CONSISTENTLY ACCURATE, MOST DEPENDABLE COLOR IN OUR HISTORY...AND OUR MOST AUTOMATIC. SEE THEM IN OUR APPLIANCE DEPT.

RCA ACCUCOLOR T.V.'S

YOUR CHOICE of Beautiful Contemporary Walnut or Spanish Styling

YOUR CHOICE

$498

RCA STEREO MODULE PHONOGRAPH AM/FM STEREO RADIO SPECIAL

$158

ROLL ABOUT STAND INCLUDED

Picture-Perfect Portable on a Pedestal
For sheer good looks and unbeatable versatility, this port and pretty RCA color portable TV ensemble is unsurpassed. Generous 16" diagonal screen is big enough for the whole family to enjoy. Handsome textured vinyl finish, matching swivel pedestal stand included.

SPECIAL MARATHON PRICE $299

Big Screen Portable Color by RCA
It's color viewing pleasure for the whole family. It's portable. High-performance picture tube and powerful chassis for that great RCA color performance.

SAVE $30

$339
SALE STARTS TOMORROW!

Hours: Mon. Thru Fri. 9 a.m. to 10 p.m., Sat. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. ... Use East door on the Plaza after store hours.

16th ANNUAL MAY FRIGIDAIRE MARATHON

Frigidaire! 17.0 Cu. ft. Refrigerator
only $359

It's huge! 17.0 cu. ft. overall.
4.75 cu. ft. freezer stores up to
166 lbs. 100% Frost-Proof. No
defrosting. Reversa-doors. It can
be hinged for a right or left
handed door opening.

Reg. $599.95

Frigidaire...America's
Premium Quality
Appliances.

Frigidaire Range With
Automatic Oven Control

Glass window oven door lifts off for easy cleaning

Automatic appliance outlet. Electric click.

Reg. $339.95

$229

16th ANNUAL MAY MAYTAG MARATHON

IF YOU PLAN ON BUYING A WASHER OR DRYER YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF TO SEE US DAY OR NIGHT DURING OUR MARATHON. BUY THE
MAYTAG APPLIANCE OF YOUR CHOICE AT SPECIAL MARATHON PRICES.

Maytag Porta-Pair™

You can have a complete portable laundry in your apartment or wherever space is a problem. The Maytag Porta-Washer™ and Porta-
Dryer™ plug into any 115 volt outlet. Just roll them out and wash and dry.

BUY THE PAIR ONLY $279

BE SURE TO REGISTER FOR
THE MARATHON GRAND PRIZE . . .
A FREE MAYTAG DRYER

MAYTAG
REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.
BASEMENT HOPPER

2 TEMPS

MAYTAG
REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.

"Maytag...The Dependability People"
Juvenile recidivism rate drops

An analysis of 1971 Winona County Juvenile Court data shows that the juvenile recidivism rate dropped from five to 0.5 percent in the past year. The new low reflects the continued growth of the court's intake and dispositions.\

Several factors may account for this drop. Firstly, the court has increased its focus on diverting cases away from formal court proceedings and towards informal resolution. Secondly, the court has implemented more effective treatment programs for juvenile offenders, which has reduced the likelihood of recidivism. Finally, collaboration with community agencies has improved the services available to juvenile offenders, leading to more successful outcomes.

Winona County

---

ожеремия подростковой рецидивной доля снижается.

Анализ данных суда подростковой юстиции Винона за 1971 год показывает, что инциденты рецидива у подростков уменьшились с 5 до 0.5% в последний год. Новый уровень отражает продолжающееся развитие суда и его функций.

Много факторов могут объяснить это уменьшение. Во-первых, суд увеличил своё внимание на перераспределении дел, уклоняясь от формальных судебных процедур в пользу неформального разрешения. Во-вторых, суд внедрил более эффективные программы лечения для подростков-нарушителей, что снизило вероятность рецидива. В-третьих, сотрудничество с сообществом улучшило доступ к услугам для подростков-нарушителей, что привело к более успешным результатам.

Винона County

---

Mal delinquency oases in 1971, that result.

As a result of trends observed in the Otter Tail Juvenile Court, law enforcement agencies and social service providers are exploring ways to address these issues.

---

Lewiston

There will be no opposition to the present Board of Education. The present board members are: Lawrence Brown, representing the north of the river vote in Washington County, and John Schlagel, representing the south of the river vote in Barnes County. Other school board members include: Robert Anderson, representing the town of Rushford, and Robert Johnson, representing the town of Cresco.

---

Spring Grove

There is one position open on the Spring Grove School Board. The present board member is: John P. Larson. The next meeting of the board will be held at the spring Grove school on Thursday, November 12th, at 7:30 p.m.
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Spring Grove

There is one position open on the Spring Grove School Board. The present board member is: John P. Larson. The next meeting of the board will be held at the spring Grove school on Thursday, November 12th, at 7:30 p.m.
But there's only one — on weekends

Warsaw used car lot is active

By Nicole L. Lottinen

WARSOW (AP) — With a new sign over the lot and an old says it all, "Look who's selling cars." Saturday, the lot was busy as usual, with several customers inspecting various models. The salesperson, John Smith, said, "We always have a steady flow of customers here, especially on weekends." The lot is located at 1234 Main Street and is open from 9 AM to 5 PM Monday through Saturday.

Students clean painted church

Cleaning one of the 45-odd churches and buildings painted with pseudo symbols and slogans Thursday night, a group of students from Warsaw State College decided to take action against graffiti. The group was led by a leader of the local student council, who said, "We want to send a clear message that this behavior is not acceptable." The students worked for several hours, using solvents and brushes to remove the graffiti. Several other groups are also expected to join in the cleanup effort.

Pepin schools name 'Class of Distinction'

Pepin—Top students of the Pepin School district in the Class of 1972 have been announced by Principal Dean Hoyt.

Four students have been selected as "Class of Distinction" recipients. They are:

- Mary Abbott, who will be attending the University of Wisconsin and will be majoring in chemistry.
- Mary burner, who will be attending the University of Wisconsin and will be majoring in biology.
- Mary Cleary, who will be attending the University of Wisconsin and will be majoring in mathematics.
- Mary Dawson, who will be attending the University of Wisconsin and will be majoring in history.

"I am proud to announce these students as our 'Class of Distinction' recipients," said Principal Hoyt. "They have demonstrated exceptional academic performance and have shown great promise for their future."

In Honduras

Report hijacker evidently landed safely and escaped

TEGUCIGALPA, Honduras (AP) — The Eastern Air Lines hijacker who held up the plane at the airport here today appeared to have landed safely and escaped from the airport.

"We believe he has landed on the border of Atlantida and British Honduras," a Honduran police official said. "We are now searching for him."

The hijacker, who is said to be a well-known personality, was seen walking off the plane and into a nearby forest.

Meanwhile, the plane has landed at the airport and is being searched by police officers.

"We are trying to determine if the hijacker has escaped or if he is still on the plane," the police official said. "We are using dogs and other search techniques."
Funfest is June 9-11

Miss Durand title sought by 17

Teresans receive honors on Pledge Day

Demonstrators march throughout the nation
Local observations

STATE SCHOOL POLIO CASE

Four cases of poliomyelitis have been reported in the state school for the blind at St. Cloud. Goodview, was reported to have been infected with the disease. The four cases are all boys and two of them are in the kindergarten department. The other two are in the high school. The boys are all members of the same family and all live in the same house. The disease was first noticed on January 18, and the cases have been under observation ever since.

Cloudy and another state school case.

Increased interest in the state school has been noticed in recent weeks. The number of cases has increased from five to seven. This is due to the fact that the school is now in session and has a larger enrollment.

Forecast

Cloudy and another state school case.

The weather forecast for the week shows a general tendency toward cloudiness and occasional showers. The temperature will be moderate, with a high of 60° and a low of 40°. The winds will be light, with a west wind of 10 to 15 mph.

The daily record

Two-State Deaths

Mrs. Henry Genschow, 87, died at St. John's Hospital, St. Paul, on Thursday, April 2, 1972. She was the mother of Mrs. Henry Genschow, 87, at St. John's Hospital, St. Paul, on Thursday, April 2, 1972.

The funeral service was held at St. John's Hospital, St. Paul, on Thursday, April 2, 1972.

At Community Memorial Hospital

The funeral service was held at Community Memorial Hospital, St. Paul, on Thursday, April 2, 1972.

The daily record

Three-State Deaths

Mrs. Henry Genschow, 87, died at St. John's Hospital, St. Paul, on Thursday, April 2, 1972. She was the mother of Mrs. Henry Genschow, 87, at St. John's Hospital, St. Paul, on Thursday, April 2, 1972.

The funeral service was held at Community Memorial Hospital, St. Paul, on Thursday, April 2, 1972.

The funeral service was held at Community Memorial Hospital, St. Paul, on Thursday, April 2, 1972.
'Dropout' realizes, accepts responsibility and returns to school

By GALE VOGEL

Carl Aldridge doesn't believe in taking what he calls "an easy ride." He's going to college this year.

Carl, 26, is a senior at Winona State University. "I think it's important to have a college education," he says. "I took a year off to work and then went back to college." Carl is planning to go to law school after he graduates from college.

The 1960s were a time of change for Carl. He was born in 1942, the same year that America entered World War II. During his childhood, he lived in Minnesota and Wisconsin, where he attended grammar school and high school.

Carl's parents were both farmers. His father, who had served in the military, returned home after the war and worked on the farm. His mother was a homemaker.

Carl attended Winona State University, where he majored in history. "I wanted to be a teacher," he says. "But I didn't think I could make a living at it." So he decided to go into law instead.

Carl's family is very important to him. His mother died when he was 12, and his father died when he was 18. Carl has two sisters, one of whom lives in Wisconsin and the other in Minnesota.

Carl's wife, Cheryl, is also a student at Winona State University. She is majoring in sociology.

The Aldridge family is planning a trip to Europe this summer. "We're going to take a cruise and see some of the sights," Carl says. "I'm looking forward to it."
Foster families: a little bit extra

Love shared, lessons taught
and, more often than not, learned

By CAROLYN ROMANOFF

Social worker and foster mother

A mother is a smile, a hug, a listening ear, a comforting voice when you need it most. A foster mother is all of that and more, often providing a family environment for children who may not have experienced one in their lives. Foster mothers give guidance, love, and support to children who need it the most.

HELPING HANDS ... Kathy Peck, 5-year-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Peck, receives some needed assistance with her bike from her foster brother Robert.

Foster parenthood may be defined as substitute parenthood. The primary purpose of foster parenthood is to provide temporary care for children who are in need of assistance. Foster parents are chosen based on their ability to provide a safe and stable environment for the child. They are trained to provide the same level of care as a biological parent. Foster parents must pass a background check and undergo training to become certified.

Foster parenthood is a family-oriented approach that recognizes the important role of the family in a child's life. Foster parents are encouraged to treat the child as if they were their own, providing stability and consistency in their lives. Foster parents may face challenges, such as anxiety over the child's future or the possibility of the child being returned to their biological parents. However, the satisfaction of knowing that they are making a difference in a child's life can be rewarding.

Foster parenthood can be a positive experience for both the child and the foster parents. It provides an opportunity for the child to learn new skills and gain confidence, while the foster parents gain a sense of fulfillment and purpose.

Foster families: a little bit extra. Love shared, lessons taught and, more often than not, learned.
JCPenney

Closed Sunday. Monday through Friday, 9:00 to 9:00. Saturday, 8:00 to 8:00. Charge it at JCPenney.

Cultural calendar

Art shows

More senior art students at the College of Saint Teresa are promoting an Art Exhibit and Sale at the JCPenney Art Gallery through May 28. Gallery hours are from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday through Saturday, and from 1 to 5 p.m. on Sunday.

Lectures

Registration begins at the month of May at the College of Saint Teresa. Speaker/Writer Dinners will be en-

The College of Saint Teresa sponsors events each Thursday at 7:30 p.m. at the Upper Level Lounge. The public is invited.

Concerts

The monthly JHS Orchestra will present a JOLLY SOCIAL CONCERT today at 7:30 p.m. at the大家可以 concert. This free event will be held at the College of Saint Teresa at 7:30 p.m.

Movies

Ratings listed for movies are according to the Motion Picture Association of America are: G—all ages admitted; PG—parental guidance suggested; PG—parental guidance required; and PG—parental guidance strongly suggested.

Cultural calendar

Monday, Tuesday, or Wednesday, our expert beautician can add dramatic color highlights to your hair for just $12.88, including shampoo and set. Tint retouch, reg. $9.00, now $6.66.

Our budget perm includes shampoo, cut, and set. 8.50

Floral embroidery. Dress Carnival gets pretty crafty. For $18.

FOLK EVIDANCY

Lashes just like your own. But better.

Our special frosting is specially priced for 3 days only. 12.88.

Monday, Tuesday, or Wednesday, our expert beautician can add dramatic color highlights to your hair for just $12.88, including shampoo and set. Tint retouch, reg. $9.00, now $6.66.

Our budget perm includes shampoo, cut, and set. 8.50

JCPenney

Closed Sunday. Monday through Friday, 9:00 to 9:00. Saturday, 8:00 to 8:00. Charge it at JCPenney.
Sources of experience need not be divided

Dear Abby: How much should a girl bill if she's been doing a very good job for the past year but has to go back to doing it because of having a baby?

Dear Abby: What can I do about a man who refuses to understand me even though he says he does?

Dear Abby: I am a 15-year-old girl who is not particularly thin, but I would like to lose 15 pounds. What do you suggest?

Dear Abby: My husband and I are both involved in bands. We both play wind instruments and can sight-read fairly well, but we have very different playing styles. What do you suggest we do to resolve this?

Dear Abby: I am a 17-year-old girl and I am very short. Is there anything I can do to grow taller?

Dear Abby: I am a 20-year-old girl and I have just started dating a man who is much older than me. What should I expect in this relationship?

Dear Abby: I am a 22-year-old girl and I have just started a new job. What advice do you have for me as I begin my new career?

Dear Abby: I am a 25-year-old girl and I am considering getting a divorce. What do you think I should do?

Dear Abby: I am a 30-year-old girl and I am struggling with depression. What do you suggest I do to help myself?

Dear Abby: I am a 35-year-old girl and I am married with two children. I am considering going back to school to pursue a career. What do you think I should do?

Dear Abby: I am a 40-year-old girl and I am struggling with addiction. What do you suggest I do to help myself?

Dear Abby: I am a 45-year-old girl and I am considering starting a new business. What do you think I should do?

Dear Abby: I am a 50-year-old girl and I am considering retiring. What do you think I should do?

Dear Abby: I am a 55-year-old girl and I am considering running for public office. What do you think I should do?

Dear Abby: I am a 60-year-old girl and I am considering adopting a pet. What do you think I should do?

Dear Abby: I am a 65-year-old girl and I am considering planning a retirement party. What do you think I should do?

Dear Abby: I am a 70-year-old girl and I am considering donating to a charity. What do you think I should do?
words and music
by Steve Edstrom
The plan did work to give you some of the more listener-friendly hits that have come out in the last few days because they were clearly not a very available and others because they were not.

Dr. Johns — Gordo — 5:00 to 10:00
Gordo is a columnist for the new music of Dr. Johns. On his album, he has been the leader in
performance of new music. jazz, pop music and his
gang. Gordo would have wanted you to wear one of his jazz albums on your shirt. As Dr. Johns
moves more towards the music of the 70's, he
began to record some of his earlier work as well
as new material. His album, "The First Time Ever I Saw
You," was released last year and is still
available at most record stores.

Top ten records
From back in the days of the week, based on Chart Bulletin's
Top Ten Records for the week ending November 19:

1. "The First Time Ever I Saw You" by Steve Johns
2. "The Best of Both Worlds" by The Monkees
3. "Blue Velvet" by The Beatles
4. "I Can't Help Myself (Sugar Pie, Honey Bunch)
5. "You Don't Have to Be a Very Smart Girl"
6. "The Boss" by Bruce Springsteen
7. "The First Time Ever I Saw You" by Steve Johns
8. "Blue Velvet" by The Beatles
9. "I Can't Help Myself (Sugar Pie, Honey Bunch)
10. "You Don't Have to Be a Very Smart Girl"

Teen Front

Kathy Smith, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Smith, was recently selected for Citizen High School. She
has been a member of the school band for six years, chair-
man of the school band for four years.

Kathy enjoys traveling, particip-
ing in a number of activities, and
being a member of the school band.

Her interests include dancing, singing, and outdoor activities.

She is planning to attend Western State College in the fall.

Gold Cape

Kathleen, Mr. and Mrs. Smith.
Kathy Smith was recently selected for Citizen High School. She has been a member of the school band for five years.

Kathy enjoys traveling, particip-
ing in a number of activities, and
being a member of the school band.

Her interests include dancing, singing, and outdoor activities.

She is planning to attend Western State College in the fall.
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PLAN-UP SKIES

Planning the wedding of their daughter, Katherine University of Wisconsin—Anderson, Holmen, Wis., and Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Kuehl, Plainview.

Katharine and Albert Anderson

Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Kuehl, Holmen, announce the engagement of their daughter, Katherine University of Wisconsin—Anderson, Holmen, Wis., to Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Kuehl, Plainview.

Eau Claire.

Lyhnette, to Steven Eric

planned Southwest Minnesota

Barrel Olson, son of Mr. Pederson, Canton, Minn., and Mrs. Peter Olson, Lake City, announce the engagement of

Miss Lyhnette, to Steven Eric

announced the engagement of their daughter, Patricia Catherine

Miss Rose is a graduate of

engaged in farming.

Lorraine Marseili

Miss Rose is a graduate of

Northeastern high school. She is employed by

Kuehl, Plainview.

Mr. and Mrs. Steven Olson,

Miss Rose is a graduate of

Plainview Church.

Miss Rose is a graduate of

Plainview.

The Caledonia Deanery

The Caledonia Deanery

ART DISPLAY
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Central Lutheran circles to meet

"Indwelling Power" is the theme for Women’s Council of Central United Lutheran Church, with Mrs. Lyle Johnson, bridge chairperson, at 7:45 p.m. May 15 at the church.

...joining 500 lines commissioned to quickly dispose of the balance of his estate. For information call Orville at 214 or the state regional solo and ensemble music contest held at Winona State University.

"Having a foster child has been the most rewarding and fulfilling experience of my life," explained, "although we didn’t hold me back and didn’t fix me. " — Actress Helen Hayes

"Experience is important only if we remember to do something with the learning experience. I don’t think we’re doing it at all, but mother has my child. I'm looking to purchase my own father's share. Our entire family has benefited from something more than we give. " — Helen Hayes

Foster care is needed in many areas. As one foster mother explained, "although we have seen just mother, need to have the right motivation for being a foster parent. " — Helen Hayes

"The Awes family has two boys, William Crozier will be the speaker..." — Winona Daily News

Father explained, "although we have seen just mother, need to have the right motivation for being a foster parent. " — Helen Hayes

"Experience is important only if we remember to do something with the learning experience. I don’t think we’re doing it at all, but mother has my child. I'm looking to purchase my own father's share. Our entire family has benefited from something more than we give. " — Helen Hayes

Foster care is needed in many areas. As one foster mother explained, "although we have seen just mother, need to have the right motivation for being a foster parent. " — Helen Hayes
Double winners pace Cotter to dual track win
Cotter High School, paced by double wins from Tony Klein and Richard Dick, emerged as regional champion, knocking off the defending champ Friday in the Section 3A regional.

Kleinbluth opened the night with a victory in the 110-meter hurdles, checking in at 15.3. Richard Dick won the 110 hurdles, clocking 15.6.

The two went 1-2 in the 200, Dick winning in 21.8, Kleinbluth second.

On the girls side, twin sister Linda Dick paced the Cobras, winning the 100 hurdles, checking in at 15.8, and placing second in the 200.

Kleinbluth was the top winner on the boys side with a 440-yard dash win in 52.0, 2:08.6, Al Nelson the two-mile run in 9:25.4.

Tom Wise in the 440-yard dash placed third, checking in at 53.7.

Cotter High School, paced by twin sister Linda Dick, won its regional.

Scott Cool of the Cobras, second in the 100 hurdles, was third in the 200.

Beverly节 in the 200, checked in at 23.9.

The regional championship races included the 400-meter relay, where the Cobras won with a time of 43.8.

The Cobras also took the 1,600-meter relay, finishing in 3:29.8.

The regional championship races also included the 4x100-meter relay, where the Cobras placed second in a time of 46.7.

The Cobras also took the 4x400-meter relay, finishing in 3:36.5.

The regional championship races also included the 1,600-meter run, where the Cobras placed second in a time of 4:40.8.

The Cobras also took the 3,200-meter run, finishing in 9:30.2.

The regional championship races also included the 400-meter dash, where the Cobras placed second in a time of 52.0.

The Cobras also took the 800-meter run, finishing in 1:47.8.

The regional championship races also included the 110-meter hurdles, where the Cobras placed second in a time of 15.8.

The Cobras also took the 200-meter dash, finishing in 23.0.

The regional championship races also included the 440-yard dash, where the Cobras placed second in a time of 52.0.

The Cobras also took the two-mile run, finishing in 9:25.4.
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Warriors stymied by Cloud's stingy pitching, timely hits

By BRIAN CLAYTON

ST. CLOUD, Minn. — W spartans' eighth straight win of the season, the second straight game against the Lancers, was the problem of being able to hold off the Lancers. The Warriors were outscored in the first two games by a combined 3-6. But in this game, Cloud's pitching and timeliness more than made up for it.
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McGinnis, Pacers wrek New York

By DEAN ROSENTHAL

NEW YORK — The Celtics, minus the injured John Havlicek, were a decisive 112-95 victors over the Knicks on Friday night, as Boston's Bob Cousy scored 33 points, and Bill Ranicki added 32.

Weaver, who replaced Havlicek at the start of the game, scored 12 points in the first half, and had 11 in the second. Ken Norton, who had started the game, scored 10 points in the first period, and had 14 in the second.

The Celtics, who lead the series 2-1, will face the New York Knicks in Game 4 on Monday night.

3 Redmen All-MIAC; Servals named MVP

By ROBERT A. REYNOLDS

The St. Cloud State University baseball team wrapped up the regular season with a 6-3 victory over the University of Minnesota Duluth Bulldogs on Saturday.

The Redmen, who were leading 4-0 after two innings, scored their final run on a single by third baseman Dan Peterson in the top of the seventh inning.

The win gives St. Cloud State a share of the MIAC title with the Bulldogs.

Lancers' Severson triple winner

La Crescent captures Root River track title

By ROBERT A. REYNOLDS

The La Crescent High School track team won the Root River Conference meet held Saturday morning at La Crescent.

The Lancers, who have won the conference title for nine straight years, scored 93 points to easily take first place.

They Go Together—

PHILLIPS 66 Puma Tire and
Delco Shocks For The Best Ride Possible—SEE US NOW! BEFORE VACATION DRIVING.
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1 wheel lost, now 2, now 3 all at Tri-Oval

By BERT ROSENTHAL

HOUSTON, Minn. — The Lancers compiled a season-best 123 points to win the Root River Conference meet Saturday.

The win gives the Lancers their sixth straight title in the conference.
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Mays debuts, but Milner does the job

By BRUCE LOWITT

Mays debuts, New York Mets' dugout came— who jammed Shea Stadium home run hitter to step up to for baseball's top right-Handed eighth inning, the Mets trailing St. Louis 5-4.

The defeat was Houston's fourth in six games against the Mets, who had won the previous two at Shea Stadium to move into first place in the NL East.

But it didn't seem to bother the kid, according to his manager Don Zimmer said of his three-run homer in the fifth inning.

"You've got to let the kid hit," Zimmer said.

The Mets had scored twice in the second on Rick Monday's second-inning double and a wild pitch by Dave Righetti, only to see Houston tie the score in the third on a two-out, bases-loaded walk to Ken Oberkampf.

The only problem, though, was that after the Mets scored three runs in the sixth, the Astros scored three runs in the seventh and the Mets were unable to score again.

The Mets played well, but they were outplayed by the Astros in the end.

The game ended with the Mets leading 7-6, but the Astros went on to win 11-7.

The Mets' pitching was not good, as the Astros scored three runs in the sixth on a wild pitch by reliever Bob Stanley, and four runs in the seventh on a two-run homer by Ken Oberkampf.

The Mets' offense was not good, as they managed only three hits and one walk in the game.

The Mets' defense was not good, as they committed two errors, one on a bunt single by Houston's Greg Luzinski, and one on a double play.

The game ended with the Mets leading 7-6, but the Astros went on to win 11-7.

The Mets are now 10-15 for the season, and they are in fourth place in the NL East, seven games behind the St. Louis Cardinals.

The Astros are now 17-8 for the season, and they are in first place in the NL West, seven games ahead of the Montreal Expos.

The Mets will play the Atlanta Braves tomorrow night at Shea Stadium, and the Astros will play the Pittsburgh Pirates.
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Rain spatters Badger trout opening day

By BUTCH HORN
Sunday News
Outdoor Writer

HAMMOND, Wis. — Badger trout
season opened Sunday, but many fish-
ermen were successful despite the
eedle weather. Leaders of the fields
were A.B. Brown of Winneshiek and
Bob Niederkorn, Richard Niederkorn,
Donald Gross, his uncle, our
donner from Gale-Ettrich and were out at the truck of
their boats, displaying the
crew's catches. Floyd Peter-
son, and Fred Bilzerian of Winona, his
catch. (Sunday News photos)

Sunday morning, Updike's fishing partner,
Jim Miller, landed and took pictures for
his catch. (Sunday News photo)
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Transplant kidney three days after taken from donor

MILWAUKEE (AP) — A kidney taken from a donor who died three days ago was successfully transplanted into the body of a 54-year-old man today, according to the surgeon who performed the operation.

The kidney was taken from a donor who died of a heart attack at 1:00 a.m. today. The donor, a 47-year-old man, was declared brain dead at 1:30 a.m. and the kidney was removed at 2:00 a.m.

The kidney was transplanted into a 54-year-old man, who had been on dialysis for three years. The operation was performed at the University of Wisconsin Medical School.

The operation was successful, and the patient is expected to survive.
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'Chopped hog' on Levee Plaza
Life in Thailand is sometimes confusing

By S. SGT. JAMES L. EHLE

Who would guess that a few Americans in Bangkok
would be the center of attention just 30 miles from Vientiane? Not for me, at least. If you ask me, anything could happen when a few Americans in Bangkok

One young American looks at me with a surprised
expression on his face. "What are you doing here?"

Another young American says, "We came here to
experience something different."

The first American points to his ears. "I can't
hear you."

The second American swivels his head from left
to right. "I can't see you."

The third American raises his hands in frustration.
"I can't understand you."

The fourth American simply shakes his head. "I
don't know."

The fifth American looks at me with a blank
expression. "I don't know either."

The sixth American rubs his head. "I don't know
what's going on."

The seventh American looks at me with a
bewildered expression. "I don't know what's
happening."

The eighth American shakes his head. "I don't
know what's happening."

The ninth American looks at me with a
puzzled expression. "I don't know what's
happening."

The tenth American looks at me with a
frustrated expression. "I don't know what's
happening."

The eleventh American looks at me with a
bewildered expression. "I don't know what's
happening."

The twelfth American shakes his head. "I don't
know what's happening."

The thirteenth American looks at me with a
frustrated expression. "I don't know what's
happening."

The fourteenth American swivels his head from
to right. "I can't see you."

The fifteenth American raises his hands in
frustration. "I can't understand you."

The sixteenth American looks at me with a
bewildered expression. "I don't know what's
going on."

The seventeenth American shakes his head. "I
don't know what's happening."

The eighteenth American rubs his head. "I don't
know what's happening."

The nineteenth American looks at me with a
puzzled expression. "I don't know what's
happening."

The twentieth American simply shakes his head. "I
don't know."

The twenty-first American points to his ears.
"I can't hear you."

The twenty-second American points to his
ears. "I can't hear you."

The twenty-third American raises his hands in
frustration. "I can't understand you."

The twenty-fourth American swivels his head
from left to right. "I can't see you."

The twenty-fifth American looks at me with a
bewildered expression. "I don't know what's
happening."

The twenty-sixth American shakes his head. "I
don't know what's happening."

The twenty-seventh American looks at me with a
puzzled expression. "I don't know what's
happening."

The twenty-eighth American raises his hands in
frustration. "I can't understand you."

The twenty-ninth American rubs his head. "I don't
know what's happening."

The thirtieth American looks at me with a
puzzled expression. "I don't know what's
happening."

The thirty-first American shakes his head. "I
don't know what's happening."

The thirty-second American raises his hands in
frustration. "I can't understand you."

The thirty-third American swivels his head from
left to right. "I can't see you."

The thirty-fourth American looks at me with a
bewildered expression. "I don't know what's
happening."

The thirty-fifth American shakes his head. "I
don't know what's happening."

The thirty-sixth American looks at me with a
puzzled expression. "I don't know what's
happening."

The thirty-seventh American raises his hands in
frustration. "I can't understand you."

The thirty-eighth American swivels his head from
left to right. "I can't see you."

The thirty-ninth American looks at me with a
bewildered expression. "I don't know what's
happening."

The fortieth American shakes his head. "I
don't know what's happening."

The forty-first American looks at me with a
puzzled expression. "I don't know what's
happening."

The forty-second American raises his hands in
frustration. "I can't understand you."

The forty-third American swivels his head from
left to right. "I can't see you."

The forty-fourth American looks at me with a
bewildered expression. "I don't know what's
happening."

The forty-fifth American shakes his head. "I
don't know what's happening."

The forty-sixth American looks at me with a
puzzled expression. "I don't know what's
happening."

The forty-seventh American raises his hands in
frustration. "I can't understand you."

The forty-eighth American swivels his head from
left to right. "I can't see you."

The forty-ninth American looks at me with a
bewildered expression. "I don't know what's
happening."

The fiftieth American shakes his head. "I
don't know what's happening."

I leave the Levee Plaza and make my way back
to the hotel. As I walk, I wonder what will happen
next. I can't help but feel a sense of curiosity
about the situation. I wonder what will happen
when I return to the hotel.

Life in Thailand is sometimes confusing.
Phone firm improves service

This week in business

Winona Star-Monitor, Winona, Minn., Page 4-

Winston Salem Journal, Winston-Salem, N.C., Page 4-
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...and 180 miles from JOSWBCK FUEL & OIL CO.

Fayette Ehle, 219 W. Waba...

...Mrs. Ehle is the former State.

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence So-

...graduation in June

...the

...Above, the temple is pictured silhouetted against the sky

...Thailand, evidences the beauty of Chinese architecture.

Located near the home of S. Sgt. and Mrs. Ehle, Uborn, Vientiane, Laos, the temple was visited by the young couple.

A THING OF BEAUTY ...

Wat Po, a Buddhist Temple

Thailand, Laos.

A young Thai mother looked at her baby and smiled, holding it up to the camera.

'WE AS LOW AS:

Price board embarrassed to find reports

WASHINGTON (DPA) - Congressman and Sen.

...embarrassed to file reports.

The two Milwaukee firms that were listed as...
Firms agree to not compete on beer prices

WASHINGTON, D.C. — Firms agreeing to compete on prices of all their bottles and beer cans, if the plan is agreed not to compete in prices, have agreed not to compete in the prices of their products in the state of Maryland.

The proposal, which was made earlier this year by the Maryland Department of Agriculture, was approved by the state's attorney general.

The agreement is expected to begin next month in Maryland and will be in effect until at least next year.

Automotive industry fights EPA's emission extension

WASHINGTON — The Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA) decision to extend emissions standards on new cars is expected to be challenged in court.

The EPA announced last week that it plans to extend the current emissions standards for new cars by three years, to 1980.

The automotive industry is expected to challenge the EPA's decision in court.

March on Horsepower in New York

NEW YORK — About 500 people, mostly white in color, were in a white horse-drawn carriage in the middle of New York City.

The carriage was moving down the street, and many people were watching.

Patterns in dairy work are changing

WASHINGTON (AP) — The traditional situation dominating dairy work is changing, according to Agdex reports.

For example, there are fewer dairy cows per farm, and more equipment per farm.

Cargo lockout getting costly in Milwaukee

Milwaukee (AP) — The cargo lockout is costing Milwaukee's economy millions of dollars.

The lockout began last week, and the cost is expected to continue for several more weeks.

Vietnam dominates market week

WASHINGTON — The market this week was dominated by Vietnam, according to the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).

The EPA said Vietnam is the leading supplier of raw materials for the United States.

Phone firm improves service

WASHINGTON — The phone company is looking to improve service in the United States.

The company is planning to roll out a new service that will allow customers to request a specific phone number for their calls.

                                Phone Averages of 40 Stocks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week 1</th>
<th>Week 2</th>
<th>Week 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>1972</td>
<td>1973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>1972</td>
<td>1973</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

                           Dow Jones Industrial Averages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>1972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>1972</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Grain

MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. (AP) — The market this week was dominated by grain, according to the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).

The EPA said grain is the most important crop in the United States.

Eggs

CHICAGO, Ill. (AP) — The market this week was dominated by eggs, according to the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).

The EPA said eggs are the most important food item in the United States.
Sergeant’s

World Famous ‘Ramo’ in Pet Supplies Packed DISTRIBUTOR NEEDED NOW!

$1,000–$10,000 a week income for sales dreamer!

- No selling, no cold calling, no inventory
- Full-time, year-round position
- Excellent fringe benefits

Submit resume to: Sergeant’s, 123 Main St., Anytown, USA

Research & Quality Control Chemist

Now being offered with a successful company specializing in industrial chemicals. A high level of academic training and research experience is essential. The position offers excellent career opportunities and competitive benefits. Apply to: 3M Company, 456 Blvd., St. Paul, MN 55101

Red Cross

The biennial Red Cross Blood Drive will be held on June 1st from 9 AM to 3 PM at the local recreation center. This event is crucial for meeting the needs of patients who rely on blood donations for their medical treatments. Please consider donating or spreading awareness to help save lives.

WHITEHALL WOMAN HONORED FOR RED CROSS SERVICE

Whitehall woman honored for Red Cross service - This June, Whitehall, Wisconsin, will celebrate a local woman who has dedicated over 54 years to the Red Cross, a testament to the organization's commitment to providing support during challenging times.

The presentation was made at a special ceremony held in honor of her exceptional service. Whitehall's contributions to the Red Cross have been critical in fulfilling the organization's mission.

The major responsibilities of the Red Cross include providing emergency assistance, disaster aid, and healthcare services. The woman's dedication has played a vital role in ensuring these programs meet the needs of communities in Wisconsin.

In Trempealeau County Red Cross hospitals, the assistance provided by the Red Cross has been instrumental in ensuring the wellbeing of patients and families. The woman's commitment is a source of pride for the community.

FORTISIL WITH ANDOFLX

FORTISIL WITH ANDOFLX, a comprehensive nutritional supplement that combines high-quality ingredients with advanced formulas, is designed to support overall well-being. Regular use can help improve energy levels, digestion, and immune function. Get yours today and experience the benefits of a healthier lifestyle.

NEW: FORTISIL WITH ANDOLAN

Introducing FORTISIL WITH ANDOLAN, a unique blend that focuses on digestion and immune support. This innovative product is crafted with ingredients specifically tailored to enhance gut health and bolster the immune system. Try FORTISIL WITH ANDOLAN and discover the difference it can make in your daily routine.

ADVERTISERS’ INDEX

AFL-RADIA, 234
BRAND NEW ALL NEW
HOLSTEN COW, 3rd calf due May 20.
SCHMIDT’S SALES & SERVICE

TIL. DAKOTA 643-6237

WANTED: used John Deere 14” hammer mill, 2 1/4” sieves, 12 bottom rollers, 7# screen.
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and their application forms, as pre-
"I would say that about 90 percent of the 
Mr. Neuner, a 20-year-old 
domination of the project, said. "We got the 
"Miss Antionya twittered about 
"ACCIDENTS PILL"
Herriges told Clarence Olson, 
"The Carpet Place"
"SHAG CARPET"
"RUBBER BACK IN 18 COLORS!"
"All 12 FOOT WIDE. ALL FULL 24 OZ. FACE WEIGHTS - LUXURY AND ELEGANCE AT A BUDGET PRICE! COLORS THAT SPARKLE SO CHEERFUL! FOR ANY AND ALL ROOMS!"
"PROTECT YOUR CARPET!"